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ON SOME PRICE ADJUSTMENT SCHEMES
BY MASANAO AOKI*
The paper compares a stochastic approximationprice adjustment equation with three Bayesian pricing
schemes, of which two hare one-period criterion functionsand the third has a multi-period criterion
fimction including a variable for a desired terminal stocklevel. The stochastic approximation price adjust-
ment scheme is shown to be the same with two myopic Bayesianpricing schemes asymptotically with
probability one. The Bayesian price adjustmenequation for a multiperiod criterion function, under Static
price expectation assumption, is shown to be similarto one period price adjustment equation with probability
one except for the presence of a stock level adjustment term.
I. INTRODUCTlo
Consider an organizedmarket dealingwith a single commodity where trading
takes place out ofeuuilibrium. Wesuppose that prices are set either by a marketeer
(for example, a trading speciaiist)or by a market authority (for example, ina
centralized economy). Pricesare set by such an economic agent in the face of
unknown or imperfectly known marketresponse.
We assume that the excess demand for thecommodity in response to pricep
is modeled by x(p)= f(p; 0) ±where f(p: 0) ia known function of p with
unknown parameter 0 and whereis noise.' Fur example, the economicagent is
assumed to know that f(p;6) isi; in p,f(p;0)=r--ctp+ 11, where the para-
meter vector0 = (, fl)is unknown except forthefact thatthey are positive,fi > 0.
We can investigate the pricing policy of theeconomic agent either by assuming
that the economic agent has his subjectiveestimate of x(p), in other words, subjec-
tive estimate of 0 and employing theBayesian approach; or by treating 0as an
unknown constant vector and employinga price adjustment algorithm which is of
the stochastic approximation typeor other programming algorithm such as the
stochastic gradient method, [1]. The Bayesianviewpoint is used in [3] to formulate
the pricing policy.
In this paper, we first discuss the stochasticapproximation adjustment in
Section 2. In this scheme,P1- iis set equal to ax(p,) where the adjustmentgain
a, approaches zero as o(1/t) as tcc.
We then compare it witha scheme in which the marketeer sets the price
which, in his estimate, clears the market, i.e.,he sets the price which clears his
subjective estimate of the marketexcess demand. Since his estimate of 6 changes
with time, the equation for updating hisestimate of 0 implies a certain price adjust-
ment scheme.
We show the relation of this equation withthe stochastic approximationone.
This is carried out in Section 3.1.
* The author wishesto acknowledge helpful discussions with R. W. Ctower.An earlier version
of the paper was presented at the 2nd workshopon "stochastic control,' NBER Conference on the
Computer in Economic and Social Research, University ofChicago, June 7-9, 1973. The participation
in the workshop was made possible by support from theNBER.
We assume a ginite variance for noise.
95In Section 3.2, the price is set to minimize the conditional expectationofx(p)2
We then compare the resulting price scheme with that in Section 2. Thesetwo
pricing schemes arc therefore one-period or myopic Bayesian schemes.
In Section 4 we use a multi-period criterion function in theexcess demands
and the desired terminal stock level. We ask in what way the pricing schemewhich
results from an approximate optimization of the multi-period criterionfunction is
related to that of Section 2 and show that except for the presence ofaterm to adjust
the stock level, it behaves the same as the stochastic approximationscheme for
large t.
2. PRICE ADJUSTMENT BY STOCHASTIC APPROXIMATION
in [3], we discussed the pricing policy which minimizes theexpected multi-
period cost, conditioned on the past observation. Whenwe specialize it to a one-
period policy where p is taken to he such that E(x(p)Jj)0, then the priceat
period t is adjusted (see Section 3.1 and Appendix I forthe derivation) by
p1= p1 + k1x1.t1,2,...
where the adjustment gain is approximatelygiven by






and where.is the agent's knowledgeat timet
=
= {the agent's a priori knowledge on
so that2is the posterior estimate of2at period t.
Equation (1) with the differentialadjustment parameter (gain) k,is quite close to the adjustment scheme ofthe Robbins--Monrostochastic approximation [tO]. We therefore considera price adjustment equation
(5
P,1 = P1+ a1x1
where x,x(p,)= +fl+,, and where a1 is specified below. Weassume IJ is a sequence of independently and identicall'
distributed random variables with mean 0 anda finite variance52
Fact 1 (Chung)
The pricesgenerated by (5)converge to /1/in probabilityas ix for any sequence of adjustment gainsuch that ta1--+ 1/2, 1 cia.
96I
L.
Proo/: This was established by('hung [6].





We use the symbol- to indicate the order of magnitude relation.
Fact 2 (Hodges-Le/l,na?,n)
For the adjustmentparameter a, = cii, we have the order of magnituderela Lions for 2c > I, witha constant c,
(6) E(p,+)E(p1)/i+c( 1 - r
r12c O.2/c,21. (c)2'(2c -I).
Equation (6) remains valid forany other choice ofa such that ta,c, 2c > I as I
The Proof is due to Hodges- Lehmann[8].
The convergence with probabilityone also obtains for the price adjustment
equation (5).
Fact 3
With Ia,l/, the prices generated by (5)converge to fl/with probability
one.of(3) in Conjunction (5) alsoconverges with probability one.
Proof. With a,= l/t, p, generated by (5) can be writtenas




Define, = /s, r = I.....It is easy to verify that,} is a martingale and
sup, EK,J < x. Thus, converges to a finite limit with probability one (Chung
[7]). By the Kroneckc,'s lemma (Chung[7]), the convergence of C, (with probability
one) implies that j,,- 0 (with probability one), as t .
, of(3) is given as, = fi/.+ ,/t. Since q/u is also a martingale
and sup, E(i/u < ,'i/t0, with probability one, hence, with probability one.
3. RELATION WITH ONE PERIOD BAYESIANPRICiNG Poiic
We discuss two pricing policiesrelated to Bayesian policies involvingx,
alone; i.e., we consider one-stageoptimization in this section. Multiperiodpricing
scheme is considered later in Section 4.
973.1. Consider a pricing policy wh reby the agent sets p, to make the expected
excess demandE(X1.Y{,)zero. We have
L(x,I.W) =
Sec Appendix I for the computation of/)1.
Equation (1)' is the policy such that1p1 + fir= 0 for all= 0. 1.....In
other words, this pricing policy is the certainty equivalent policy of gettingzero
excess demand.
In case of Bayesian estimate updates, the convergence with probabilityone is
established by the martingale convergence theorem, since {E(OI1)} withj is a
martingale. where, is the-algehra generated by )Y,. See Chung [pp. 31 2-331, 7].
Fact 4
The Bayesian pricing policies generatep, such that p,fJ/a.s.
The conditional expectations are rather difficultto compute, except for
several well known probability distribution functions.
Even though the marketeer knows that (lis the price that clears the estimated
excess demand, he may be therefore interested ina suboptimal pricing scheme
which is easier to implement and which hasasvnistouca1h' the same behavior
as the optimal one given by (1.
The pricing equation of(4) given below isone of such schemes. It's relation to
the optimal one is clearly seen bycomparing (3) with (4).
From (1)', we see thatP1 -f=fl+ , where O +is related to 0, by (2).
alJ
Ip-,p, (72A,' ==a2A,i'1 +
When Ois expressed interms of 0 and x,, it isseen that the one period
price-adjustment equationgenerating prices in the Bayesiancase is approximately
















Et(1f*') = 0, = (--;,fir).
From
(I) 0 = E(vi)
one has
(I)' p1 =/J,/1,t = 0. 1equal to that of the stochasticapproximation when some smallterms are ncg1cted. We state it as Fact5.
Fact 5
The Bayesian one-periodprice adjustment equationgenerates p to clear the estimated excess demand andis recursively obtained by
PflPt =
wherek1is given by
I (- (- k,
+ rl);+ °
See Appendix Ifor the derivation.











is generated by (2).
Note that the priceadjustment gain (4) is k,up to the term((ps - (t+ l);s,2)), and that the first termof a, in (4) is thesame as the stochastic
approximation price adjustmentgain.
It is shown in Appendix2 that the secondterm ofa,is at most a(l/t),a.s.
Proposjtj9flI
The price adjustmentequation (3), with the adjustmentgain given by (4) and (5), converges to/fJa.s. ifj= o(t'),as., wherej; is defined by (2), Appendix2. Proof. Let r,=p, - fl/a. r, obeys the differenceequation
r,1 =(I -aa,)r, +a,,
where from (1) and (2)of Appendix 2we see thatI - xa,t(l -J)/(z +1) which is less than 1as.
From (6), denoting by, a-algebra generated byct,,s< t,we have
E(rJ) =(1 -cxa,)2r +aa2 +a,2a2.
99Therefore. if &i < ', wherea, =(1 + t/;)/(t1-1), then bCor.Iof [ii],r
converges a.s., hence r1 also converges as. to a1iiiie random variable.
We show in Appendix 2 thatI,q/1qwhere qis bounded a.s. and
-as. Then from Dini's theorem (p.125 of [IS]), Y-f< x as. Thus,
follows if//t < x. as. This convergence obtains for any=
ó >0.
The a.s. convergence to zero follows from Fact 1 iff= 0(1'),as. Sec Claim,
Appendix 2.
Remark. Sec Proposition I of Appendix 2 for a proof of convergence of, to
zero.
3.2. Suppose now that the agent wants to setPrto minimize E(xI..) as
close to zero as possible, rather than setting E(x,*') equal to zero.
This seemingly trivial modification from Section 1 introduces some complica..
tions, as we will see. Let,=(p1. I )'.
We have
E(xI.W,) =((31/)2+a2 + (3;A,13,.




where from(A.3) of Appendix =lts1 + r11 and A2,= p1/tS1+r2r,where
rirandr2are o(I/t.c1) with probability one. Substituting these into (7t we obtain
a2
(7)' 11= f - f ''
where',=0(1/ts) (with probability one).
Unlike the certainty equivalent pricing policy, this price given by (7takes
into account uncertainties (estimation error covariance) of theparameter 0. The
second term represents this correction.
From (7)', P1is given as
fl1 a2
Pt.1-1= I I+ i'I-'-1' (t+ 1)5,2+
where ;', is some higher order terms in l/1s. We know from(A.6) of Appendix 1that
f5,+ += flr/z ± k,(Xr -.
Proposition 2
The one-period Bayesian priceadjustment scheme which results from
minimizingE(xIJ)is the same as that of the certaintyequivalent price adjustment
equation up to o(l1'ts)a.s.
4. OPEN-LOOP FEEI)BACKPOLICYANDOTHER PouC1ts WHICHINCORPORATE
PRICE EXPECFATION BEHAVIOR
In this section we considera criterion function involving more than one
period. We show that theapproximation under static price expectation to the
100resultantopen-loop feedback optimal pricing policy gives rise to a price adjustment
equation similar to (3.3). See [5], [9] for the discussion of open-loop feedback
policy. See [3] for another approximation method.
Suppose a static price expectation holds. Then thepriceat time. Pt,will be
chosen to minimize the followingexpression:
E(J,Ii9)




where5*is the desired terminal stock andST+istheactual terminal stock. Here
we assumetand Tare sufficiently large.
Using the relation S1
1=S1-x,we express f, as







(fl)2 + +j51A1fl,, U, It,
wehave
E(f,I) = (S, - S4)22(S, -S4)[(T4-1 -
- (T±1 t)(T +1 - t +2)[(Op,)2 + 3Aj5,]
± (1+ 1)(T-+ I -
Hencep7 which minimizes the above is given by
*Ii,1 -a2),21/fJ,cx, I AS1 -
,1 + a2A111'cx cx1 + a211/cx,
where
AS,=(S, - 54)/(T+ 1.t 4.))
Note that with i, sufficiently large, AS,0. Then (6) reduces to (3.7). Substituting








Cl, S1CX,, , S,cZ,
fJAs, a2 fi,AS, = +Z
ts cx, cx, cx,
wherez,represents various quantities of the order o(l/ts,).
101Note that except for the term AS,..;, (7) is identical to (3.7'. Th, except Io





From the above and (A.4),
+ 0 -
ts,
/3AS, I x, I AS,=
-;; ; c,Tt+1;Tt-i-.;
Substituting (A.5) of Appendix I into the above,
IAS,x (8)p7- p7 = k,(x, - x,) +
T+ ' + 0- w.p.l
where k, is the same as in (3.3).
Equation (8) is the price adjustment equation for thiscase.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The paper has comparatively discussedfour price adjustment equations,one
stochastic approximation type andthree Bayesian schemes correspondingto
three different criterion functions.
A perhaps surprising and significantconclusion is that all these four generate
price adjustment mechanismsthat are the same for larget with probability one
(when the stock level adjustmentis ignored).
The paper also establishedthe Convergence with probabilit-'one of the estimates of the unknownparametersand fi. In this sense it generalizessome results in [13]. [14]. Relatedto the one-period policy of Section3.1 is the estimate ofgenerated by the Kairnanfilter, which reducesto the simple form given below because there isno dynamics involved.


























Theobservabilitycondition requires thatp1 + for all1.
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APPENDIXI.BAYESIAN PRICE ADJUSTMENT
The marketeer's subjective knowledge on 0 at time tis embodied in his
posterior probability density function p(0j,).
It is computed by the Bayes rule recursively frompo(0)by
p(0)p(x,*,0,p1)p(0L)p(x,I0, p1) -




where we compute p(x,I6, p,) from our knowledge of the probability density
103function for the noise- For example, when,is Gaussian, wiTh mean 0and
standard deviation a, then we have
p(xIO.p,) =7L-exp(-- [x,
It was shown in [3] that
(A.l) = (I -K11)[O+
where
=coy(I)
K, += A,j3j3/(a2 + 3'A,p).





=(a') and write (A.!) in terms ofcomponents as
xt_t =- (A11p, -f.
+ p;A,fi,/o-2






















:: p5:average price over [0, t - 1],
= :: p1)2:sample variance over [0, t - I].
Using these quantities, we can express the elements of A,/2 as




A = ts + t[A, + ).3(+st)] + 2).3.
It is reasonable to assume that the marketeer's a priori knowledge of the slope of the excess
demand curve and the point of intercept are uncorrelated.
associated with changing price in an economic context. See for exampk [2] on the
search cost associated with changing price. We do not explore this aspect in this
paper, since it will be outside the immediate concern of this paper. See for example
[4].
Inverting the above matrix we obtain
L_ 1.3+1 (A2+>p5) -
A(22 + p5) ).+
with
A =+p)(A + t) - (A +p)2
= ().2 - i.) + 2t ±ip2- 2).2p +tp2(,i)2




Hence for large t if ts (with Probability 1), then
(A.3b) ,:,,= 2±r,,







where r2, and r3, are both o(l/Is) withprobability 1.
From the consideration of informationsearch cost, it Ireasonable toassume that p's will not be violentlychanging for large t [2].Then,will be nearlya constant and tswill be only slowly growing forlarge t. Sec Appendix2 hr precise statements on this point.
Expressions similar to those belowcan be easily obtained forpconst. From (A.3),
Ai,P, + {(+ t)p,
= [A3 +t(p,-
and
'2:P,+ A3, [A1+ts2- ff3,(p, -
We have also
J3A,fi,/2= [A1+ ± +ts]/A.
Therefore from the aboveand (A.2),
(A.4)
14 I - a2
fl+1 =ii. + a1
where
a2
= 1(1+ 1)s +[Ti,2
+ f-11±)-
[A. + t(p, ,)1(x.
- [(Pr1t) + A3,t](,
(t+flS+(J Pt)2 +(l+At ± Ap'z




(A.5)where uo(I/ts) and ro( l/ts) (with probability I). Therefore,
(p- = O /fi +1;
or
p1+- p1 = k1(x1 --
where from p1 = we have
I I(p,,)2
+
= (t + 1) (t1);
2+
where w, - o(1/ts) (with probability one).
APPENDIX 2.ALMOsT SuRI CONVERGENCE
'['he Nonlinear Reeursion Equation
The equation numbers refer to equations in this Appendix unless specified
otherwise.
We have from (5) of Section 3
1 t
cw1=. +
(t + 1)1 + 1'
where
q/= (m - P1) + D1/t
(t + 1) 1 -
Substituting into the recursion equation (6) of Section 3, we obtain
I I
+ 1+11+.1_1r) r11=r1 +
Note thatf is a function of, s < t.
Since 1 depends on r3, s < t and(2) and (3) are rather complex nonlinear
recursion equations. We use some order of magnitude estimate of], to circumvent
the complexity. We carry out first order analysis to see that qis less than one
for t sufficiently large andq =a.s., where q1 = r, - I. We also obtain from
the first order analysis thatj = o(t').
Let y1 = Ir,. The recursion formula (3) may be rewritten as






I - (p -fl1)2Define, byj3, -- /J/x.Letting ; =i,.its recursion equation is
(1-1,) (1+ t/
= Zr+ +
Recall q, isr, - .Leti =12q,. Then its recursionequat!on is given b
= (I .J)o, -f-il + t1;)(t, -
Solving these recursion equations, we obtain
= + C1ç1(1 +
where
= (1 - .[t)rs' C, (I i)... (I-
Also
-''I+ sf Zr =+ X IY + -.s sj lf-S








and substituting the expressionfor z, into that ofa1, we get
(10) 17,=c1a+ Y'c,,(1 +sj)(s5- 5=






-- (i+ Uf,) r.s +(1 +sf) i - i ,+ i Su+i r=u+I
The term c,,a1vanishes since a1= 0. As will be shown later/i issmall for large s, aridsf3will be shownto be o(1), hence theseequations show the relative rnagni- tudes ofapproximation conveniently.
First-order Approximation








I 1 r1 I
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We evaluate how fast they approach zero. We prove two lemmas for that purpose.
Lemma I
-+0 as. for arbitrarily small>0.
Proof. The proof is by the method of subsequences. Wc first show that t21 --' 0
as. for appropriate chosen.Since the variance of i.e. denoted by t'is given by
2
we have by the Chebychev inequality
> c]
Choose a subsequencet =a2. Then forsatisfying 0<<.l/n4 <
Thus applying the Borel-Cantelli lemma, we see thatt1).0 as. for 0<
along the subsequencei =a = 1, 2.... Let
= max















-i 0 as. asi increases
Suice
=fl2'). -P'(1')., - fl2hi,,)
= !l2/.2 - i) + (2fl22)j
where
var(11 (12 -,,22)21<I -
Therefore, each ofthe three termson the right converges tozero, as, for 0< Theas.convergence can be established by usinga subsequence n3 on form =3, 4.....in similar manners. Witht=
COnS) Pt"' const p(i,zvn,,, > p.1 < ---------------- fl- pfltII --21)












\ar 1t. and the virtuallysame proof of 0 a.s. for arbitrarilysmall ó. From thisfact and We use Lemma 2to prove Lemma 4.




for all i a.s.
Pro(f, Letthe sum on theleft hand side henamed Then
-- V-
Substitute




B uera)ingthe above,we obtain thelenirna.
1 1(1Lemma 3
1t2_-'0 for arbitrarily small>0, as.






till - Inq = o(2/t). a.s.
U
Proof of Claim. From Lemma 3, q=oU+ 2)a.s. Thus, is divergent
butq/tq - 0, a.s.
Define a positive monotonically decreasing function/i(t)and set Is(n)=q.
n = 1,2.....

















By Claim we see that
=(2ó).a.s.
The assertion follows sincefandf; are equivalent sequences as proved at the end of
Appendix 2.
Higher Order Terms
With this first-order approximation, we areable to show that the higher order
effects on31and z, are at most the same order ofmagnitudes as first-order effects.
For example, with tfk, a.s., the higher order term in r1,
1sI!t,
=Ishows the same convergence behavior as the first order term.
snicec,. + 1s/consi., as. Actually we need only t!hounded for allt as. for some small () > (ito obtain the results.
Conrergence of Prices
Proposition /
Assume i' - /, is bounded for allt,as.for verysmall>0. The ;/z andr,/t converge to zero as., i.e., r, and P, both converge tozero as.






























(I +ufj2D const t1( I + oft)).
Take the subsequencetp2n1.2.....Then
2c2
< ,wherecis some const.
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The identical technique proves the almost sure convergence of y1/t to zero also.
This proves the proposition.
Crnwergence of Estimates
To establish the convergence ofOto l with the adjustment equation (2) of














Claim. Dconverges to zero as.
Proof. Let Xt1(p -PS)/ (
)2Then it is asupermartingale and converges to a finite random variable from Kushner'slemma [li]The conclusion follows from lemma 2 and the Kroneckcr'slemma sincet
qIas.
Lemma
Dconverges to zero a.s.
Proof Let




Ptj (Pt - Pt I i-.'!'c - f)f+ Pt -p,+ - Vt-)2+ L V (1) L..u'I 'tu i-i s=I L...u1 JUr.







(t +1)2cl + (quantities depending on <1).
I + tf,
















where the last inequality is by Lemma 2. Note that for all t 1,
From (5),
pt+1 -=
Substituting (7) and (9) into the above equation, after straightforward but tedious
calculation we see that













Thus X, converges to a finite random variable as. The assertion followsfrom the
Kronecker's lemma. Combining Claim with Lemma 4, we establish the next two
propositions.




'Oa.s.wheref= 1)2(t + I)'
In the above discussions, the distinction between j as defined by (2)andJ
which puts D1=0 has been ignored. This is justified because the two sequences{f}
and {} can be shown to be equivalent sequences since
var(JJ) 1 P1 2
p[1f1 > var 0(t)-
115